How to buy skips for Chain Loader Truck?

German Distribution offers a wide range of skips for chain loader trucks. We are very attached to customer value and that’s why we made up this questionnaire to serve you with a fully customised quotation. Please take the time to fill in this form, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

1. A) Are you looking for an open top or closed skip with lids?
   - Open top skip
   - Closed skip with lids

   B) What size of skip are you looking for?
   - 5.5 CBM
   - 7 CBM
   - 10 CBM
   - 12 CBM
   - 15 CBM

   C) Quantity: ____________  Preferred colour(s):  Orange  Red  Green  Blue  Grey  White

2. Which types of waste (materials) will be thrown into the skip(s)?
   - General Waste
   - Cardboard
   - Wood
   - Construction Waste
   - Others (please fill-in next line)

3. Is a standard skip (6mm bottom for mm side plates) sufficient or do you require a special heavy-duty skip?
   - Standard skip
   - Heavy-duty skip

4. Do you require any of the following options and accessories with the skip(s)?
   - Net hooks
   - Fork lift pockets underneath
   - Crane hooks standard
   - Crane hooks certified/load tested by 3rd party
   - Special type chain bolts
   - Special type tipping-device
   - Special expoxy or GRP coating/lining inside
   - Other requirements (please fill-in next line)

5. Do you require specific load or welding testing for the skips to be carried out?
   - No
   - Yes  (Our team will contact you for further information)

6. Where do you want the skips to be delivered?

7. Please fill in some specifications about the chainloader truck that will be used for loading the skip:
   - Wheel base: ______________________________________
   - Type: ____________________________________________
   - Tonnage: ________________________________________
   - Body: __________________________________________

   Please sent us a picture/drawing of the chainloader truck.

Thank you for your time and patience for filling in this questionnaire. Please sent this filled-in questionnaire to sales@germandistribution.com or you can fax it to +971 4 885 11 02. You will receive as soon as possible a customised quotation for your container(s)!